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It’s �nally zoo day students are sooo exited they 
can hardly sit ! The teacher �nally said We are 
ge�ing on the bus. Students were now punching 
there hands in the air.Everyone was exited except 
Alice I am not sure how she feels like but she’s 

biting her nails.



 Once they got off Izzy ran away.Then the teacher screamed and asked the bus 
driver to drive the other students back to school Oh my the teacher checked 
everywhere but she is nowhere to be found. Ok maybe she didn’t ask everyone to 
go back cause Elze stayed. Elze saw her teacher and the staff talking. 
.........Izzy...........secret place............time travel machine..........dinosaur. Next minute they 
went to a trapdoor and opened it there were a machine in it!They held hands 
pressed a button and disappeared.........



First she thought for a while then she decided to go and help them if 

they need help. She did the same thing they did press the button but 

she had to do it alone just didn’t hold hands. She suddenly fell down 

and felt that there were dirt on her pants. She saw the teacher and 

the staff they were talking about something she heard everything 

they said this time they said that Izzy might have found out about this 

machine and that she might be somewhere nearby or she is exploring 

the forest.



Suddenly the teacher stopped talking with the 

professors at the staffs and they certainly had some 

people stepping on some a stick and they got startled 

and looked back they thought it was a T-Rex or a 

dinosaur and they stepped backwards and ran off ElzieI 

look back yes they were correct it was a dinosaur a T 

rex one of the most scary dinosaurs Elsie hadn’t 

noticed it and was still trying to listen to them while 

they ran away Elze was right in front of the dinosaur 

and she didn’t seem to notice it.



Will Elze didn’t notice it until she heard a neigh it came 

from a .......peagasus. I rescued her than the teacher 

noticed and said why are you here you should be 

watching the animals instead. Else felt a bit guilty but 

instead said why should I stay there it’s a bit borin... 

umm nothing. Just then the Pegasus interrupted them 

and made Elze sit on it and it flew away towards the 

sky.



It brought her to a oasis that were inside a cave?! Then 
elze drank some water from it and sank her feet in the 
water. The unicorn suddenly started talking which 
startled Elze  it said I know where your friend is but a 
dinosaur is keeping here because it’s lonely. Elze felt a 
tingle in her feeling.Can I meet it Elze asked but it 
shook its head. It explained that even the unicorn is 
scared of it. 



It explained that it was the smartest but most 
lonely dinosaur and don’t forget that it was also 
the most scary looking dinosaur around. It was so 
smart that some dinosaur calls him the lord. Elze 
was scared but knew she had to save Izzy so she 
decided to meet the dinosaur.

THE SCARIEST DINOSAUR 



Elze was scared but she knew she had to save Izzy but decided 
to go and see that dinosaur tomorrow.The more she thought of 
it the more sceptical The more she thought of it the more 
scared she got so she decided to go sleep. The next day she 
went after she took a step she remembered that she forgot to 
tell the unicorn that she was going.

Then she remembered that the unicorn was 
scare off it and will try stop her. A star shot 
from the sky to her then the voice of the 
uniorn came from it it said I know were you 
are going come back at once. She then saw 
that there were some black things in it she 
knew what that meant :dark magic. She ran 
away from the bubble and into the deep 
dark forest again but luckily she saw Izzy she 
walked up to the dinosaur and shouted until 
her eyeballs popped out.



It was startled and Startled so it dropped 
Izzy.After he dropped her he responded to 
Elze sorry I was just lonely and found her 
so I played with her I am so sorry I will let 
your friend go. Elze and Izzy happily 
walked out of the forest time traveled with 
there teacher and the sta�s. When they 
got back Elze and Izzy learned something 
even the largest can be the softest at 
heart.




